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Introduction

If the job could talk, it would clearly define the knowledge, hard skills, people skills, behavior and
culture needed for superior performance.  Your unbiased input regarding the specific
requirements of the job in question has been applied to the TriMetrix® DNA Job benchmarking
process.  The result is an evaluative report that analyzes a total of 49 separate areas, presented
in three sections:

Job Competencies Hierarchy (25 Areas)
This section presents 25 key job competencies and quantifies their importance to this specific job.
Each job has a unique ranking of competencies, reflecting different levels of capacities required
by different jobs for superior performance.

Driving Forces Hierarchy (12 Areas)
This section clearly identifies the rewards the job may provide.  More specifically it identifies
sources of motivation for the individual performing the job.  It clarifies what is necessary for
superior performance and engagement on the job.

Behavioral Hierarchy (12 Areas)
This section explores the behavioral traits demanded of the job.  The higher the ranking, the more
important the behavioral trait will be to the job for stress reduction and superior performance.

The results of each area are ranked on a scale, reflecting the unique levels of applicability and
importance to the job.  These rankings illustrate what is essential for this job to deliver superior
performance and maximum value to your organization.
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Introduction

Summary Of Top Competencies
This section will assist in understanding the type and kind of competencies that are needed for
superior job performance.  Read the feedback on each of the top seven competencies thoroughly
to understand the job's requirements.

Driving Forces Feedback
This section provides a brief description of the Primary Driving Forces in this position and
expands on the fact that every job in every organization is unique.  Superior performance requires
an alignment between the individual's driving forces and the rewards the job can provide.

Behavioral Feedback
This section clarifies the nature of the behavioral traits demanded by the job.

Job Competency Questions
This section contains suggested interview questions that pertain specifically to the competencies
of the job.

Driving Forces Interview Questions
This section contains suggested interview questions that pertain specifically to the rewards of the
job.

Behavioral Questions
This section contains suggested interview questions that pertain specifically to the behavioral
traits required by the job.
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Key Characteristics of the Position
The position has been analyzed relative to four key characteristics.  These
characteristics are accountability for results, results through people, authority, and risk.
Based on the responses to the questionnaire, these characteristics have been
measured on a sliding scale and are illustrated by a bar graph.  The scale range
includes none, slight, moderate, significant, and major.

Accountability For Results: This characteristic addresses the accountability for
producing measurable results in the position.  This includes accountability for
meeting financial, operations and/or system objectives.

None Slight Moderate Significant Major

Results through People: This characteristic address the emphasis on producing
results through the efforts and cooperation of people.  This characteristic is not
limited to management or leadership positions.  Many non-management or
leadership positions in team-based organizational structures depend heavily upon
the efforts and cooperation of people to produce results.

None Slight Moderate Significant Major

Authority: This characteristic addresses the level of authority that exists in the
position.  Evidence of authority can be found in the ability to make decisions or
changes without prior approval from upper management.  This characteristic is not
limited to management or leadership position.  In their efforts to become more
responsive, many large organizations are finding it necessary to drive
decision-making downward.  In these organizations, many positions can be
characterized by a moderate to significant amount of authority but are not
considered management or leadership.

None Slight Moderate Significant Major

Risks: This characteristic addresses the inherent level of business risk or liability to
the organization that exists in the position.  Positions with indications of moderate,
significant or major levels of inherent risk or liability to the organization may
warrant the use of drug, alcohol and/or other appropriate assessments in their
selection and management systems.

None Slight Moderate Significant Major
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Hierarchy of Competencies
The competencies required for superior performance have been prioritized based on the analysis of
responses to the questionnaire.  The hierarchical order of the competencies represents their relative
importance to each other in producing superior performance in the job.

Decision Making

Goal Orientation

Resiliency

Problem Solving

Time and Priority Management

Planning and Organizing

Leadership

Conceptual Thinking

Negotiation

Personal Accountability

Self Starting

Flexibility

Diplomacy

Continuous Learning

Understanding Others

Futuristic Thinking

Conflict Management

Project Management

Interpersonal Skills

Employee Development/Coaching

Teamwork

Creativity and Innovation

Influencing Others

Appreciating Others

Customer Focus

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

T: N/A
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Job Competencies Hierarchy
All jobs require certain competencies.  This section of the report identifies those
competencies that lead to superior performance in most jobs.  The graphs below are
in descending order from the highest rated competency required by the job to the
lowest.

1.  Decision Making - Analyzing all aspects of a situation to
make consistently sound and timely decisions.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

100

50*

2.  Goal Orientation - Setting, pursuing and attaining goals,
regardless of obstacles or circumstances.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

100

66*

3.  Resiliency - Quickly recovering from adversity.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

100

67*

4.  Problem Solving - Defining, analyzing and diagnosing key
components of a problem to formulate a solution.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

100

68*

5.  Time and Priority Management - Prioritizing and completing
tasks in order to deliver desired outcomes within allotted time
frames.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

100

68*

6.  Planning and Organizing - Establishing courses of action to
ensure that work is completed effectively.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

100

73*

* 68% of the population falls within the shaded area.
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Job Competencies Hierarchy
7.  Leadership - Organizing and influencing people to believe in
a vision while creating a sense of purpose and direction.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

100

75*

8.  Conceptual Thinking - Analyzing hypothetical situations,
patterns and/or abstract concepts to formulate connections and
new insights.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

90

59*

9.  Negotiation - Listening to many points of view and facilitating
agreements between two or more parties.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

90

69*

10.  Personal Accountability - Being answerable for personal
actions.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

90

71*

11.  Self Starting - Demonstrating initiative and willingness to
begin working.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

88

64*

12.  Flexibility - Readily modifying, responding and adapting to
change with minimal resistance.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

88

68*

13.  Diplomacy - Effectively and tactfully handling difficult or
sensitive issues.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

88

72*
* 68% of the population falls within the shaded area.
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Job Competencies Hierarchy
14.  Continuous Learning - Taking initiative to regularly learn
new concepts, technologies and/or methods.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

88

72*

15.  Understanding Others - Understanding the uniqueness and
contributions of others.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

88

72*

16.  Futuristic Thinking - Imagining, envisioning, projecting
and/or creating what has not yet been actualized.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

82

49*

17.  Conflict Management - Understanding, addressing and
resolving conflict constructively.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

81

63*

18.  Project Management - Identifying and overseeing all
resources, tasks, systems and people to obtain results.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

81

71*

19.  Interpersonal Skills - Effectively communicating, building
rapport and relating well to all kinds of people.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

81

72*

20.  Employee Development/Coaching - Facilitating, supporting
and contributing to the professional growth of others.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

81

75*

* 68% of the population falls within the shaded area.
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Job Competencies Hierarchy
21.  Teamwork - Cooperating with others to meet objectives.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

80

57*

22.  Creativity and Innovation - Creating new approaches,
designs, processes, technologies and/or systems to achieve the
desired result.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

80

66*

23.  Influencing Others - Personally affecting others actions,
decisions, opinions or thinking.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

80

67*

24.  Appreciating Others - Identifying with and caring about
others.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

75

70*

25.  Customer Focus - Anticipating, meeting and/or exceeding
customer needs, wants and expectations.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

75

74*

* 68% of the population falls within the shaded area.
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Primary Driving Forces Cluster
This section is designed to give a visual understanding of the primary driving forces
rewarded by the position.  The graphs below are in descending order from the highest
rated driving forces rewarded by the job to the lowest.  To create engagement and
superior job performance it is important to align the individual's driving forces with the
rewards of the job.

1.  Resourceful - People who are driven by practical results,
maximizing both efficiency and returns for their investments of
time, talent, energy and resources.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

90

42*
2.  Commanding - People who are driven by status, recognition
and control over personal freedom.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

85

50*
3.  Intentional - People who are driven to assist others for a
specific purpose, not just for the sake of being helpful or
supportive.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

80

51*
4.  Instinctive - People who are driven by utilizing past
experiences, intuition and seeking specific knowledge when
necessary.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

70

29*
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Situational Driving Forces Cluster
This section is designed to give a visual understanding of the situational driving forces
rewarded by the position.  The graphs below are in descending order from the highest
rated driving forces rewarded by the job to the lowest.  To create engagement and
superior job performance it is important to align the individual's driving forces with the
rewards of the job.

5.  Receptive - People who are driven by new ideas, methods
and opportunities that fall outside a defined system for living.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

70

46*
6.  Intellectual - People who are driven by opportunities to learn,
acquire knowledge and the discovery of truth.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

55

54*
7.  Collaborative - People who are driven by being in a
supporting role and contributing with little need for individual
recognition.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

50

35*
8.  Harmonious - People who are driven by the experience,
subjective viewpoints and balance in their surroundings.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

50

35*
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Indifferent Driving Forces Cluster
This section is designed to give a visual understanding of the driving forces that are
indifferent to the position.  The graphs below are in descending order from the highest
rated driving forces rewarded by the job to the lowest.  To create engagement and
superior job performance it is important to align the individual's driving forces with the
rewards of the job.

9.  Selfless - People who are driven by completing tasks for the
sake of completion, with little expectation of personal return.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

46

40*
10.  Structured - People who are driven by traditional
approaches, proven methods and a defined system for living.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

44

38*
11.  Altruistic - People who are driven to assist others for the
satisfaction of being helpful or supportive.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

38

33*
12.  Objective - People who are driven by the functionality and
objectivity of their surroundings.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

35

50*
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Driving Forces Graph
The following graph represents the score range of each Driving Force for the identified position.  The ranges are
denoted by the highlighted areas.

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Knowledge

70 55

IntellectualInstinctive

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Utility

46 90

ResourcefulSelfless

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Surroundings

35 50

HarmoniousObjective

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Others

80 38

AltruisticIntentional

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Power

50 85

CommandingCollaborative

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Methodologies

70 44

StructuredReceptive

- Denotes Primary Driving Force

Job Range (20 point range)
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Behavioral Hierarchy
This section is designed to give a visual understanding of the behavioral traits
demanded of the position.  The graphs below are in descending order from the highest
rated behavioral traits required by the job to the lowest.  This means the higher the
score the more important that behavioral trait is to stress reduction and superior job
performance.

1.  Competitive - The job requires assertiveness and a "will to
win" in dealing with highly competitive situations.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

90

49*
2.  Persistence - The job requires finishing tasks despite
challenges or resistance.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

87

61*
3.  Urgency - The job requires decisiveness, quick response, and
fast action.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

80

43*
4.  Customer-Oriented - The job requires identification and
fulfillment of customer expectations.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

80

64*
5.  People-Oriented - The job requires building rapport with a
wide range of individuals.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

70

65*
6.  Analysis - The job requires compiling, confirming, and
organizing information.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

65

53*

* 68% of the population falls within the shaded area.
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Behavioral Hierarchy
7.  Frequent Change - The job requires rapid shifts between
tasks.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

65

52*
8.  Interaction - The job requires frequent communication and
engagement with others.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

64

60*
9.  Organized Workplace - The job requires establishing and
maintaining specific order in daily activities.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

64

51*
10.  Consistent - The job requires predictable performance in
repetitive situations.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

64

61*
11.  Following Policy - The job requires adhering to rules,
regulations or existing methods.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

64

60*
12.  Versatile - The job requires adapting to various situations
with ease.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

58

54*

* 68% of the population falls within the shaded area.
WB: 76-52-56-44 (43)
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Workplace Behaviors®

The following graph represents the score range of each behavioral factor for the identified position.  The ranges
are denoted by the highlighted areas.

Custom Shop Owner
AC Auto Service

10-28-2019
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The Success Insights® Wheel
10-28-2019
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Summary of Top Competencies
This section of the report focuses on competencies because they are usually more
difficult to identify or assess than technical competencies or experience.  Observing
the behaviors people use to produce superior performance can provide insight into the
demonstration of competencies.  Seven (7) of the most important competencies
required to produce superior performance are described below in terms of observable
behaviors.  The behaviors listed below each competency provide examples of some of
the ways the competency is demonstrated.  Read each behavior and check the ones
that must be demonstrated to produce superior performance in the position.  More
importance is typically placed on those behaviors that must be demonstrated
consistently on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.

1. Decision Making: Analyzing all aspects of a situation to make consistently
sound and timely decisions.

Demonstrates an ability to make thorough decisions in a timely manner.
Gathers relevant input and develops a rationale for making decisions.
Evaluates the impact or consequences of decisions before making
them.
Acts decisively once all aspects have been analyzed.
Focuses on timely decisions after the situations have been completely
diagnosed.
Willing to update decisions if more information becomes available.
Provides a rationale for decisions when necessary.
Systematically analyzes information before making a decision.
Looks at all aspects of a situation including historical components.
Asks the right questions rather than making assumptions to produce a
timely decision.

2. Goal Orientation: Setting, pursuing and attaining goals, regardless of
obstacles or circumstances.

Acts instinctively to achieve objectives without supervision.
Expends the necessary time and effort to achieve goals.
Recognizes and acts on opportunities to advance progress to meet
goals.
Establishes and works toward ambitious and challenging goals.
Develops and implements strategies to meet objectives.
Measures effectiveness and performance to ensure results are attained.
Acts with a determination to achieve goals.
Demonstrates persistence in overcoming obstacles to meet objectives.
Takes calculated risks to achieve results.
Employs a strategy that affects how they approach tasks and future
projects.
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Summary of Top Competencies

3. Resiliency: Quickly recovering from adversity.
Demonstrates the ability to overcome setbacks.
Strives to remain optimistic in light of adversity.
Evaluates many aspects of the situations to create a positive outcome.
Recognizes criticism is an opportunity to improve.
Accepts setbacks and looks for ways to progress.
Utilizes feedback to forge forward.
Seeks to understand how certain obstacles can impact results.
Sees the unique opportunities by overcoming challenges.
Swiftly works through the emotions and effects of stressful events.
Copes with the inevitable bumps in life.

4. Problem Solving: Defining, analyzing and diagnosing key components of a
problem to formulate a solution.

Anticipates, identifies and resolves problems or obstacles.
Utilizes logical processes to analyze and solve problems.
Defines the causes, effects, impact and scope of problems.
Identifies the multiple components of problems and their relationships.
Prioritizes steps to a solution.
Defines and develops criteria for optimum solutions.
Evaluates the potential impact of possible solutions.
Looks for specific goals, clearly defined solution paths, and/or clear
expected solutions.
Allows for initial planning including some abstract thinking to come up
with creative solutions.
Understands and defines the problem before jumping to a solution.

5. Time and Priority Management: Prioritizing and completing tasks in order to
deliver desired outcomes within allotted time frames.

Effectively manages difficulties and delays to complete tasks on time.
Effectively manages time and priorities to meet deadlines.
Presents completed tasks on or before the deadline.
Demonstrates an ability to maintain deadlines in the midst of crisis.
Strives to improve prioritization.
Balances timelines and desired outcomes.
Takes initiative and prioritizes tasks to stay on schedule.
Accepts responsibility for deadlines and results.
Creates an environment conducive to effectiveness.
Reduces the amount of time spent on non-priorities.
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Summary of Top Competencies

6. Planning and Organizing: Establishing courses of action to ensure that
work is completed effectively.

Works effectively within established systems.
Utilizes logical, practical and efficient approaches.
Prioritizes tasks for optimum productivity.
Develops procedures, processes and systems for order, accuracy,
efficiency and productivity.
Anticipates probable effects, outcomes and risks.
Develops contingency plans to minimize waste, error and risk.
Allocates, adjusts and manages resources according to priorities.
Monitors implementation of plans and makes adjustments as needed.
Establishes action plans to ensure desired results.
Allows for practical, systematic and organized conclusions.

7. Leadership: Organizing and influencing people to believe in a vision while
creating a sense of purpose and direction.

Inspires others with compelling visions.
Takes risks for the sake of purpose, vision or mission.
Builds trust and demonstrates integrity with a noticeable congruence
between words and actions.
Demonstrates optimism and positive expectations of others.
Delegates appropriate levels of responsibility and authority.
Involves people in decisions that affect them.
Addresses performance issues promptly, fairly and consistently.
Adapts methods and approaches to create an environment to allow
others to be successful.
Makes decisions that are best for the organization and attempts to
mitigate the negative consequences for people.
Demonstrates loyalty to constituents.
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Driving Forces Feedback
This section provides a brief description of the top four Driving Forces that are
required for this position.  These are the Driving Forces that will need to be
demonstrated most often for superior performance.

1. Resourceful
This position is driven by practical results, maximizing both efficiency
and returns for your investments of time, talent, energy and resources.

2. Commanding
This position is driven by status, recognition and control over personal
freedom.

3. Intentional
This position is driven to assist others for a specific purpose, not just for
the sake of being helpful or supportive.

4. Instinctive
This position is driven by utilizing past experiences, intuition and
seeking specific knowledge when necessary.
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Behavioral Feedback
This section provides a brief description of the top four Behaviors required for this
position.  These are the behaviors that will need to be demonstrated most often for
superior performance.

1. Competitive
The job requires assertiveness and a "will to win" in dealing with highly
competitive situations.

2. Persistence
The job requires finishing tasks despite challenges or resistance.

3. Urgency
The job requires decisiveness, quick response, and fast action.

4. Customer-Oriented
The job requires identification and fulfillment of customer expectations.
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Job Competency Questions
Below are suggested interview questions on each of the top seven competencies.
Use these as a guide to write questions that could be more job-specific.  Once the list
is completed, assure that all candidates respond to the same questions.

1. Decision Making: Analyzing all aspects of a situation to make consistently
sound and timely decisions.

Give me an example of when you had to make a decision in a timely
manner.
What information was necessary to make the decision?
What was the outcome?
Describe how you handled a situation when a decision you made was
challenged.
What was the outcome?
Give me an example of when you solved a particularly difficult problem
when others couldn't.
What key questions did you ask to resolve the problem?
What made your solution work?
What kinds of problems have you been most successful at resolving?
What decision are you most proud of making?

2. Goal Orientation: Setting, pursuing and attaining goals, regardless of
obstacles or circumstances.

Give me an example of the most significant professional goal you have
met.
How did you achieve it?
What were the obstacles?
How did you overcome them?
Give me an example of when you took a risk to achieve a goal.
What was the outcome?
What are your future professional goals?
How do you plan to achieve them?
What might keep you from achieving them?
Tell me about a time when you overcame great obstacles to achieve
something significant.
Give me an example of when you achieved something by your
persistence that others couldn't.
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Job Competency Questions

3. Resiliency: Quickly recovering from adversity.
Describe a situation when you overcame a challenge to positively
impact the organization.
What was the reaction to this impact?
Describe a situation when the only way you could accomplish a goal
was to confront a negative situation.
What were the outcomes?
What, in your opinion, are the consequences when you let an adverse
situation get the best of you?
What obstacles did you have to overcome during a successful venture?
Give an example of when you were able to facilitate a dramatic shift to
overcome a major setback.
Describe a situation where a failure occurred because someone could
not handle personal criticism.
What could they have done differently?
Describe a situation when you accomplished something significant as a
result of overcoming adversity.

4. Problem Solving: Defining, analyzing and diagnosing key components of a
problem to formulate a solution.

Describe a situation when you identified and defined a problem.
What, if anything, were the next steps?
Give me an example of when your diagnosis of a problem proved to be
incorrect.
What approach did you take to correct the diagnoses?
What was the outcome?
Describe a difficult problem you've encountered.
What made it difficult?
What steps did you take towards developing a solution?
What factors did you consider in evaluating solutions?
What solution was implemented and how successful was it in solving
the problem?
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Job Competency Questions

5. Time and Priority Management: Prioritizing and completing tasks in order to
deliver desired outcomes within allotted time frames.

Give an example of when you were able to meet a professional
deadline.
Describe a situation when you had to exercise a significant amount of
time management.
Describe a situation when you demonstrated initiative and prioritized
tasks to stay on schedule.
What was the outcome?
Give an example of when your ability to manage your time and priorities
proved to be an asset.
What have you done in the past that demonstrates your commitment to
reducing non-essential activities?
Give an example of when you were responsible for a major project with
a strict schedule.
What was the outcome?
What, if anything, would you do differently?
Describe a time when you had to make a difficult choice between your
priorities and time management.

6. Planning and Organizing: Establishing courses of action to ensure that
work is completed effectively.

Describe the most complex assignment or project you've worked on.
What actions did you take before starting the assignment or project?
What were the most challenging aspects of the assignment or project?
How did you determine what steps needed to be taken to complete it?
How did you determine what resources were needed?
What obstacles did you encounter that you didn't anticipate?
What could you have done differently?
Describe a situation when your planning and preparation was a major
factor in the success of a project.
Describe a work situation where lack of planning and organizing had a
negative effect.
Give me an example of when you were acknowledged for your attention
to detail.
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Job Competency Questions

7. Leadership: Organizing and influencing people to believe in a vision while
creating a sense of purpose and direction.

If you have held a leadership position in the past, draw the
organizational chart above and below your position to illustrate the
scope of your leadership responsibilities.
Give me an example of when you inspired people with a vision.
Tell me about a time when you significantly improved the performance
of a group of people who reported directly to you.
How did you motivate the top performers?
Did you use the same techniques with the poor performers?
If not, what did you do differently?
What actions did you take to improve poor performance?
Describe your leadership style.
Tell me about a situation when you were able to maintain the trust and
commitment of people after making or implementing a decision that
negatively impacted them.
Give me an example of when you took a significant risk for the sake of
purpose, vision or mission.
Describe a situation when you failed to obtain the commitment,
dedication and trust of others.
What, if anything, would you do differently?
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Driving Forces Questions
Read the following suggested interview questions as they relate to the rewards/culture
environment of the job.  Modify the questions to be more job-specific and ensure all
candidates are asked the same questions.

1. Resourceful: People who are driven by practical results, maximizing both
efficiency and returns for their investments of time, talent, energy and
resources.

How important is efficiency and maximizing resources to you?  Give an
example when you increased efficiency or maximized resources.
How much do you focus on finances?  Where would you like to be
financially in 5 years?  10 years?  Why?
What role does earning a significant income play in your job choices?
Do you take on a task based on the return on investment or for the sake
of getting it done?  Why?

2. Commanding: People who are driven by status, recognition and control
over personal freedom.

What role does being in control of a situation play in your job
satisfaction?  How important is it for you to control your work
environment?
How important is advancing your position?  Would you be interested in
a job that gave you the opportunity to create your own path for
advancement?
Are you more comfortable as a team leader or a team member?  Why?
Give an example of a time when you were able to move a group of
people to action.  What were the keys to your success?

3. Intentional: People who are driven to assist others for a specific purpose,
not just for the sake of being helpful or supportive.

Is there such a thing as too much customer service?  Why?
Under what circumstances would you help an employee develop or
advance?
Tell me how you would handle an account or client who had continuous
issues with your product, yet showed no promise of future business.
How do you feel about the phrase: "It's not personal, it's just business."?

4. Instinctive: People who are driven by utilizing past experiences, intuition
and seeking specific knowledge when necessary.

Which is more important, action or knowledge?
Would you consider yourself to be an expert in something?  What is it?
How did you go about gaining the knowledge?
Tell me what you especially like or enjoy about learning.  What topics or
subjects do you enjoy?
How comfortable are you in taking the time, energy and effort required
to master a subject or topic you currently know very little about?  How
about one in which you have very little interest?
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Behavioral Questions
Read the following suggested interview questions as they relate to the most desired
behavioral traits to perform the job.  Modify the questions to be more job-specific and
assure that all candidates are asked the same questions.

1. Competitive: The job requires assertiveness and a "will to win" in dealing
with highly competitive situations.

How demanding are you of yourself and others?  Do you think you are
sometimes too demanding?  Give me an example of a job situation
where being demanding helped achieve the goal.  Did it lead to other
problems?  Would others ever describe you as aggressive?  Pushy?
Why?
How important is winning to you?  How do you define winning?  Give
me an example of a situation where you felt you were going to lose.
How did it feel?  How did you handle it?

2. Persistence: The job requires finishing tasks despite challenges or
resistance.

Are you able to focus even when there are distractions?  Do distractions
ever prevent you from finishing what you start?  How do you handle
distractions?
When faced with an unfavorable task, do you accomplish it first or last?

3. Urgency: The job requires decisiveness, quick response, and fast action.
When faced with a deadline, how do you respond?
How important is it to you to have all the facts before proceeding?  Give
me an example of a time when you didn't have all the facts and you
proceeded anyway.  How did you feel?  How did the it work out?

4. Customer-Oriented: The job requires identification and fulfillment of
customer expectations.

Give an example of how you build loyalty and trust with a client.
Describe how you take responsibility for an issue the client is having.
Tell me about a time when you turned a disgruntled customer into a
satisfied one.
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Job Summary Owner

The following page is a summary of the behaviors, driving forces and skills of the position.

Behaviors

1. Competitive
2. Persistence
3. Urgency
4. Customer-Oriented
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Driving Forces

1. Resourceful
2. Commanding
3. Intentional
4. Instinctive

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Knowledge

70 55

IntellectualInstinctive

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Utility

46 90

ResourcefulSelfless

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Surroundings

35 50

HarmoniousObjective

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Others

80 38

AltruisticIntentional

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Power

50 85

CommandingCollaborative

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100
Methodologies

70 44

StructuredReceptive

- Denotes Primary Driving Force

Skills

1. Decision Making
2. Goal Orientation
3. Resiliency
4. Problem Solving

5. Time and Priority Management
6. Planning and Organizing
7. Leadership
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